
 
Eman Saleh, Founder  

 

Eman Saleh, 29, knows that a great start can send a child down remarkable paths. She 

founded Early Explorers Academy in 2016 to make affordable, quality childcare a reality 

while on a quest to prepare as many children as possible for the remarkable paths life has 

to offer.  

 

Saleh brings an entrepreneurial spirit and a passion for children together in Early Explorers 

Academy. While searching for a center for her daughter, Saleh sought an approach that 

was both playful and academic, instilling a sense of self and a love for learning. She didn’t 

find an affordable option in one single center, and began down the path of creating Early 

Explorers Academy.  

 

At Early Explorers Academy, the curriculum bridges the gap between play-based learning 

and direct instruction. Teachers foster a love of literature and Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Math (STEM). Saleh wove character building into the curriculum in order to 

empower children, and to show them their value and the value of their peers.  

 

"It's important for children to learn to accept themselves," said Saleh. "Each child brings 

value and it's our job to make sure they know that." 

 

Guided by inclusivity, empathy and compassion, Saleh has found a way to give children the 

great start they deserve.  

 

With a background that includes four years working in an early childhood learning center in 

Germantown, Maryland, two years teaching 3rd grade, becoming a Teach for America 

Detroit corps member, one year as a Special Education Resource Room teacher, and 

holding a management position with Teach for America, Saleh has vast depths of 

experience.  

 

Academically, Saleh has earned a B.A. in Elementary Education with endorsements in 

Language Arts and Math and an M. A. in Special Education with endorsement in Emotional 

Impairments, both from the University of Michigan-Dearborn. She is currently pursuing her 

second Masters, this time in Educational Policy and Leadership from the University of 

Michigan-Ann Arbor. 

 

Saleh resides in Dearborn with her husband, Joe, and daughter, Amira.  

 

 


